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Abstract
This letter deals with a very simple question: if we have grouped data with a binary-dependent variable and
want to include fixed e�ects in the specification, canwemeaningfully compare results using a linearmodel to
thoseestimatedwitha logit?The reason todoubt suchacomparison is that the linear specificationappears to
keep all observations, whereas the logit drops the groups where the dependent variable is either all zeros or
all ones. This letter demonstrates that a linear specification averages the estimates for all the homogeneous
outcome groups (which, by definition, all have slope coe�icients of zero) with the slope coe�icients for the
groupswithamixof zerosandones. Thecorrect comparisonof the linear to logit form is toonly lookat groups
with some variation in the dependent variable. Researchers using the linear specification are urged to report
results for all groups and for the subset of groups where the dependent variable varies. The interpretation of
the di�erence between these two results depends upon assumptions which cannot be empirically assessed.

Keywords: binary logit, clustered data, marginal e�ects, fixed e�ects, panel data

1 Introduction
Many applied researchers include “fixed e�ects” (unit specific intercepts) to account for
unmodeled heterogeneity in grouped data analyses. The inclusion of fixed e�ects, however, can
lead to issues interpreting the results of the estimation. Researchers o�en use a linear probability
model with unit specific intercepts (“LpmFE”) which is sometimes compared to a logitmodel with
the same unit specific intercepts (“LogitFE”). One reason researchers might choose the linear
specification is that it appears to use all the data in estimation, whereas the logit specification
drops all groups that show no variation in the dependent variable (“homogeneous groups”).
Thus, the logit form is estimated on a subset of the data used by the linear form; this subset
may be dramatically smaller if, for example, outcomes are rare events.1

This letter demonstrates the consequences of subsetting the data to eliminate homogeneous
groups—a decision that cannot be assessed empirically. This letter encourages researchers to
think carefully about the substantive implications of restricting the data to heterogeneous groups
and calls for a common standard of presenting both results in robustness checks. Furthermore,

Author’s note: Replication data may be found in Beck (2018b). An earlier and longer version of this letter was given at
the 2015 Annual Meeting of the Society for Political Methodology, University of Rochester, Rochester, NY, July; this letter
benefits from helpful comments at that session. Special thanks to Chris Blattman who initially posed this question to me.
The three referees were extremely helpful in seeing the correct structure of this letter and made a huge di�erence in the
final copy. The actual letter was written while I enjoyed the hospitality of the United States Studies Centre, University of
Sydney, Sydney, Australia.

1 This is a common problem in international relations research where groups are countries observed over years, and many
countries experience no rare events such as wars or coups.
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researchers comparing the logit and linear estimates should restrict the latter to the observations
from the heterogeneous group data; comparing the logit results on the heterogeneous subset to
the linear results on the full data set is comparing results on what might be two very di�erent
data sets.
Researchers are aware of this issue, but they o�en seem to take an ad hoc approach to the

choice of specification and data set limitation. This can be seen in two recent examples in very
prominent journals. Wright, Frantz, and Geddes (2013) examines the link between oil wealth and
autocratic regimesurvival usinga country–yeardesignwith abinary-dependent variabledenoting
whether a regime survived a given year. The article notes that fixed e�ects are generally included
inmodels similar to theirs in order to deal with the unobserved unit heterogeneity. Wright, Frantz,
and Geddes (2013, 294) go on to say:

“[T]his strategy, however, drops [between 26 and 64] countries from the analysis that do not
experience [various types of] regime change. . . . Dropping countries that do not experience
regime changemay bias estimates downward by selecting only those where regime change
has occurred in the sample period, particularly if those stable political systems have high
oil wealth. Below, we investigate the possibility that this restriction on the sample induces
selection bias [by dropping fixed e�ects from the logit model].”

If fixed e�ects are needed to aid causal identification, omitting them to change the countries
studied is not an obvious solution. Are changes in the results from dropping fixed e�ects due to
the di�erent sample or due to the failure to control for unobserved unit heterogeneity?
In the second example, Besley andReynal-Querol (2011) test the probability of a leader having a

graduate degree across regimes to studywhether democracies electmore educated leaders. As in
the previous example, panel data are used with countries observed over many years and country
fixed e�ects are used to account for unmodeled heterogeneity. The article estimates the LpmFE
specification (without justification) and then estimates a conditional logit model as a robustness
check. The authors’ only mention of this issue is “. . . we estimate a conditional logit model to
recognize the discrete nature of the le�-hand side variable. The core finding of [the LpmFEmodel]
remains” (Besley and Reynal-Querol 2011, p. 556). This is clearly correct if we only care about
the sign and significance of a coe�icient; but, as we shall see, the di�erence between the two
estimations is not trivial, albeit perhaps not enormous.

1.1 Notation
To make the issues concrete, we need a bit of notation and nomenclature. Let ygi be a binary-
dependentvariablewith theexogenouscovariatesbeingxgi ,whereg indexesgroupsand i indexes
particular units in a group. It simplifies notation to assume that all groups are of the same size, and
dropping this one extra subscript has no consequence for the argument. Let this group size be N ,
with G being the number of groups. αg refers to the fixed e�ect for group g , that is the group
specific (fixed) intercept.
For the purposes of this article, I takeN to be large enough (approximately over 20) so that the

simple logit formprovides essentially unbiased and e�icient estimators.G can take any value, but
in typical applications, it is reasonably large.
The LogitFE model is

P (ygi = 1) =
1

1 + e−(xgi β+αg )
(1)
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and P̂ (ygi = 1) is estimated via plugging in parameter estimates. In this letter, this model is
estimated via a standard logit analysis with unit intercepts (dummy variables) adjoined.2 The
LpmFEmodel is

ygi = xgiβ + αg + εgi . (2)

This specification is easily estimated by ordinary least squares (“OLS”) with P̂ (ygi = 1) estimated
by ŷgi in the obvious way. For both the linear and logit forms, we can then estimate

∂P (ygi=1)
∂xgi , the

marginal e�ect of the covariates on P (ygi = 1).3

There may be some groups where every member of the group has y = 0 (“AllZero” groups).4

This letter deals with the issue of the consequences of such groups, and it is shown that the
consequences, not surprisingly, increase as the number of AllZero groups increases. Section 2
illustrates the consequence of including the AllZero groups in the LpmFE estimation and the
di�erence between LpmFE and LogitFE as a function of dropping those groups. Section 3
reanalyzes one result from Besley and Reynal-Querol (2011) to show the practical importance
of the analytic results. The conclusion discusses some interpretative issues in these di�erences
and suggests that researchers using LpmFE report results on the entire data set as well as the
subset of the data which drops homogeneous groups. Those who compare LpmFE and LogitFE
should do this comparison on the same data, that is, the subset of the data which drops the
homogeneous groups.

2 Di�erences between what is estimated with LpmFE and LogitFE
As noted, the LogitFE specification can be estimated via any standard logit program, with the
group specific dummy variables adjoined to the list of covariates.5 This is because, for the
homogeneous groups of all failures (AllZero), the likelihood is maximized when all the estimated
probabilities of success are as close to zero as possible. To achieve this, the maximum likelihood
program estimates αg for these groups as being as close to −∞ as possible, subject only to
the numerical precision of a computer. In this case, the covariates for these groups have no
marginal e�ect on the probability of success, and so the likelihood is una�ected by the values
of the covariates for these groups. (The same argument holds for the homogeneous groups of

2 Some readers may be surprised to see nomention of Chamberlain’s (1980) conditional logit which removes the bias from
the LogitFE specificationwhenN is small. There are several reasons for this. First, most applications of LogitFE and LpmFE
in political science are in situations where N is reasonably large (20 or more). A search of the most recent five years of
political science/international relations articles in JSTOR found none using conditional logit for the very small N size
case, and only about two or three per year use it in the larger N case. Second, as N grows, conditional logit and LogitFE
converge. Inpractical terms, the results are almost identical forN > 20. Thebiasof LogitFE is very small in these cases (Katz
2001; Greene 2004; Coupé 2005) and the e�iciency loss of LogitFE as compared to conditional logit is tiny (Beck 2018a).
Third, conditional logit does not allow for computing marginal e�ects since it conditions out, rather than estimates, the
group specific intercepts which are needed to estimate P (ygi = 1). Thus, in a world where showing marginal e�ects is
standard, conditional logit cannot produce the usual quantities of interest. Finally, since conditional logit drops all the
homogeneous groups, researchers should be aware that it changes the data set used for estimation in the same way that
LogitFE does. Thus, all the issues discussed in this letter apply to conditional logit. For reasonably large group sizes, the
LogitFE specification should be preferred to conditional logit since it provides similar estimates of the β while allowing for
the computation of marginal e�ects.

3 For both the logit and linear specification, this simplifies. For the linear model, this is just β̂ for each observation
and does not vary by observation. For the logit model, the average marginal e�ect di�ers by observation and is
β̂ P̂ (ygi = 1)P̂ (ygi = 0), which is then averaged over the observed data to yield the average marginal e�ect.

4 Following convention, I refer to ygi = 0 as a failure and the opposite as a success. Homogeneous groupsmay also show all
successes for the group. As we see in the next section, this yields identical results, and so for simplicity andwithout loss of
generality, this letter focuses on AllZero groups.

5 Maximum likelihood programs, such as Stata’s logit, just drop the homogeneous groups. The workhorse logit program in
R, glm, does not drop the groups since it uses iteratively reweighted least squares. While it estimates the β correctly, the
estimates of the αg are incorrect and yield the entire unit interval as the confidence interval for the predicted probability
of success, leading to incorrect confidence intervals for marginal e�ects (of essentially the entire real line). This can be
fixed by subsetting the data so that AllZero groups are dropped. The R package bife, which is for binary grouped data,
automatically drops the AllZero groups and so is correct. This is documented in the replication results (Beck 2018b).
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only successes, except that the group specific intercepts are estimated to be as close to ∞ as
numerical precision allows.) I return in the conclusion as to how to think aboutmarginal e�ects in
the AllZero groups.
Interpreting the impact of the AllZero groups on the OLS estimation of Equation (2) is not quite

so obvious. Here, it is simplest to work with groupmean centered data to avoid putting the group
intercepts in the specification. Let X̃ and ỹ be the group mean centered data and let X̃0 be the
centered covariate matrix for the AllZero groups, with X̃1 being the corresponding matrix for the
NotAllZero groups and ỹ1 being the group mean centered vector of observations on y for the
NotAllZero groups (and obviously the corresponding vector for the AllZero groups is ỹ0 = 0).6

Unsubscripted matrices and vectors refer to the complete data set.
Thus, the OLS estimate of β for the entire data set is given by

β̂ = (X̃′1X̃1 + X̃0
′X̃0)−1(X̃

′

1ỹ1), (3)

whereas the corresponding estimate for the NotAllZero groups is given by

β̂1 = (X̃
′

1X̃1)
−1(X̃′1ỹ1). (4)

We can also compare the variance covariance matrix of the two estimates. For the entire data
set, this matrix is

(X̃′1X̃1 + X̃
′

0X̃0)
−1σ̂2, (5)

whereas the corresponding estimate for the NotAllZero groups is given by

(X̃′1X̃1)
−1σ̂2

1 , (6)

where σ̂2 and σ̂2
1 refer to estimates of (the square of) the standard error of the regression in the

full and restricted data sets, respectively.
It is immediatelyobvious that the twoequationsonlydi�erby the X̃′0X̃0 portionof theX′Xmatrix

that is being inverted. Alternatively, it is also obvious that the OLS estimates using all the data are
a weighted average of 0 and β̂1—e�ectively, β̂ shrinks β̂1 toward 0. The amount of shrinkage is
a somewhat complicated function that depends on the relative scale of X̃′0X̃0 and X̃

′

1X̃1. As the
proportion of AllZero groups goes up, β̂ goes to 0, but the path may not always be monotonic for
all components of β̂ .
The variance covariance matrix of the estimates has two components which move in di�erent

directions as we move from the entire data set to the NotAllZero subset. The estimated σ2 will
get smaller since we are eliminating the AllZero groups; but the X̃′1X̃1 matrix in the NotAllZero
data will also be smaller in scale than the corresponding X̃′X̃matrix used to estimate the variance
covariance matrix of β̂ . Note, however, that the estimated standard error of the regression will be
limited in how much it changes since the variance of ỹ is constrained by its nature as a binary
variable. Meanwhile, the X̃′X̃ matrix is not similarly limited by any scaling and so could shrink
considerably as the AllZero cases are dropped. Usually, the estimated standard errors of β̂1 will be
smaller than the corresponding estimates for β̂ . The change in β̂ and the change in its estimated
standard error o�set, and so we usually see that the change of the t -ratio due to dropping
the AllZero groups is smaller than the corresponding change of the estimate of β . This smaller

6 Thus, the estimated β for the AllZero groups only is β̂0 = (X̃
′
0X̃0)−1(X̃

′0) = 0 (assuming X̃0 , 0). Note that if we have a group
of all successes, its centered y is also zero which is why we do not have to separately analyze the e�ect of homogeneous
groups containing only successes.
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change in the t -ratiomay be one reason that applied researchers are content to conclude that the
substantive results from LogitFE are similar to those of LpmFE. But we should go beyond simply
inquiring as to the sign of a coe�icient and whether its “significance” is beyond some standard
threshold to actually looking at coe�icients.7

It is very simple to see what is going on by looking at the scalar x case, where once again ỹ and
x̃ have been groupmean centered. The OLS estimate of β for the entire data set is given by

β̂ =

∑
NotAllZero x̃gi ỹgi∑

AllData x̃
2
gi

, (7)

whereas the corresponding estimate for the NotAllZero groups is given by

β̂1 =

∑
NotAllZero x̃gi ỹgi∑
NotAllZero x̃

2
gi

. (8)

These two equations di�er only by an extra
∑
AllZero x̃

2
gi in the denominator of Equation (7) which

is nonnegative; hence, `β̂ ` < `β̂1`. The standard error for β̂ for the entire data set is given by

√√√
σ̂2∑

AllData x̃
2
gi

, (9)

whereas the corresponding standard error for the NotAllZero groups (β̂1) is given by

√√√√
σ̂2
1∑

NotAllZero x̃
2
gi

(10)

where again the extra summation terms in the denominator must be positive.
For the scalar case, it is obvious that including the AllZero groups shrinks β̂1 toward zero (in

absolute value), where the amount of shrinkage depends on the number of AllZero groups and
on the variation of the centered x ’s in those groups. The estimated standard error of β1 also gets
smaller (in general) since the larger denominator due to

∑
AllZero x̃

2
gi will almost always o�set the

increase in the estimate of the standard error of the regression due to the greater heterogeneity of
y of the full data set. This again leads to o�setting e�ects in the t -ratio.

3 Examples
If readers need to be convinced of the mathematics, one example should do. Here, I reanalyze
the Besley and Reynal-Querol (2011) results cited previously since the article is important and the
replication datawere providedby the authors. It is easy to compare the LpmFE and LogitFE results
of the two estimates for the e�ect of democracy onwhether a leader has a graduate degree. These
results are presented in the authors’ Table 1, with Column 1 being the LpmFE model and Column
3 being the LogitFE model. The regression results are based on 1146 country–year observations,
190 of which never had a leader with a graduate degree and are therefore dropped in the logit
specification. Table 1 in this letter summarizes results of a slightly simpler specification, replacing
the original conditional logit with LogitFE, so that this letter can focus on the issues of dropped
cases. When comparable, the results here are similar to those of the original article.

7 Of course, it should not be surprising if marginally statistically significant LogitFE estimates become statistically
insignificant using the LpmFE specification. This tells us nothing about the impact of the covariates on the probability
of success in the heterogeneous groups!
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Table 1. Reanalysis of Besley and Reynal-Querol (2011) using LpmFE and LogitFE.

LpmFE/All LpmFE/NotAllZero LogitFE LpmFE/AllZero

β̂ SE β̂ SE β̂ SE β̂

Democracy 0.260 0.043 0.294 0.046 1.748 0.269 0.000
AME (Democracy) 0.298 0.041
Number of Observations 1146 956 956 190

Note: LpmFE and LogitFE estimates of e�ect of a democracy dummy variable on probability a leader has a
graduate degree in a given country and year. AME is the average marginal e�ect estimated with the LpmFE.
Mixed drops AllZero groups; LpmFE is only on AllZero groups. Data as in Besley and Reynal-Querol (2011); the
data set used here is the relevant subset of this data (used to estimate their Table 1) which has 145 distinct
countries possibly observed from 1872–2004, though few countries have complete data over that period. The
log of GDP per capita is also included in the specification, as are country (but not year) dummy variables. Full
regression results and replication data and Stata code are available at Beck (2018b).

With all data, the e�ect of the democracy dummy on the linear probability of a leader having a
graduate degree is 26% (with a standard error of 4.3%). Restricting thedata set to countrieswith at
least one leader having agraduatedegree increases this coe�icient to 29.4% (with a small increase
in the standard error). This is a 14% increase in the estimated coe�icient when 17% of the data are
dropped. The LogitFE, which automatically drops the AllZero groups, shows the averagemarginal
e�ect of a country being ademocracy onhaving a leaderwith a graduate degree of 29.78%, almost
the same as the corresponding LpmFE estimatedmarginal e�ect dropping the AllZero groups. For
those who doubt the algebra of the previous section, I also report the regression results including
only the AllZero groups. The estimated coe�icient is, of course, zero (to 17 decimal places).

4 Conclusion
The takeaway from this article is fairly simple. Researchers o�en require fixed e�ect specifications
to account for unmodeled heterogeneity. Such researchers o�en either choose LogitFE or LpmFE
without justification or present the results of both as a “robustness” check.What such researchers
must remember is that LpmFE and LogitFE are estimated on di�erent data sets, with the latter
being a subset of the former obtained by dropping all the AllZero groups. LpmFE, in keeping all
the groups, estimates the average marginal e�ect of a covariate as a linear combination of zero
and the estimated coe�icients using only the NotAllZero group data. Depending on how many
groups are AllZero (which is observable), this e�ect may be large.
The correct comparisons to the averagemarginal e�ects generated by the LogitFE specification

are the LpmFE estimates calculated using only the NotAllZero group data set. Researchers
reporting only LpmFE results should report estimates both keeping and dropping the AllZero
groups, always remembering that the former is a linear combination of the latter and zero. Of
course, these two estimates may di�er only slightly if there are few AllZero groups, but both
estimates should still be reported.
Which of the two estimates is “correct?” This question cannot be settled empirically. It can

be argued that since the covariates in the AllZero groups do not lead to any successes in that
group, the marginal e�ect of those covariates in such groups is zero. Alternatively, it may be the
case that these covariates in such groups could have an e�ect, but there is some unmeasured
factor (estimated as the group specific intercept) that so depresses the probability of a success in
that group such that no measured covariate can o�set this factor. But either way, the existence
of AllZero groups, with known zero marginal e�ects, violates the assumption of the LpmFE
specification of constant marginal e�ects. Reporting separate estimates for all the data and for
only the NotAllZero groups goes some way to remedying this. It is then easy to assess how
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important is themove from the linear to the logit specification by comparing the estimates of the
average marginal e�ects from the LpmFE and LogitFE specification on the same data.
It is up to researchers (and readers) to think about whether using all the groups or only the

NotAllZero groups is closer to what is the right marginal e�ect to estimate. Since this cannot be
dealt with empirically, the best that can be recommended here is to report both estimates and
to never compare average marginal e�ects estimated using di�erent data sets. In grouped data
with fixed e�ects, the marginal e�ect of covariates may di�er nontrivially between AllZero and
NotAllZero groups; this must be part of a summary of the data.
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